You tube umbrella

Donald Trump did more than just play the victim-blaming game after Saturday's horrific
synagogue shooting. He also abandoned an umbrella as he climbed aboard Air Force One. In a
clip that quickly went viral, Trump is seen walking up the stairs leading to his presidential jet,
umbrella in hand. As he reaches the door, Trump's hand drops lower and lower until the
umbrella is scraping the floor. Seconds later, he ditches it entirely and disappears into the
plane. Unbelievable â€” Trump doesn't know how to close an umbrella, so inside of closing it
and bringing it aboard Air Force One with him, he just dropped it outside the plane. If video
shares are any indication, the American public loves seeing Trump play the part of a buffoon.
Probably because those moments offer a momentary distraction from the fact the he's still the
U. And so it went that this video surfaced and many in the Twitter peanut gallery seized on the
most obvious angle for razzing the president: LOL Trump can't close an umbrella. Which, fair!
He doesn't close that umbrella. Tip: if you're gonna to join a cult try to find one where the leader
knows how to close an umbrella Trump today. When you can't figure it out, just drop it pic. But
there's more going on here. See, this whole ditching of the umbrella is a metaphor. This
umbrella is violence in the USA. Trump built it up, left it at the door, and then calmly just walked
away from it while it does it's thing Metaphor alert. Trump cannot close his umbrella as he
boards his plane. Just leaves it there. An upturned, abandoned umbrella, rolling about in the
wind. Personally, I look at this viral umbrella clip and see a perfect reflection of the man we've
come to know since he settled into the Oval Office. Trump is in this for no one other than
himself and maybe his family, I guess. He plays to his base and riles progressives to maintain
chaos. He proposes destructive policies with an eye toward lining his pockets. He's not here to
"own the libs" specifically, but doing so is useful sleight of hand. It keeps his voting base
focused on the vague idea of an enemy at home, rather than the politicians who continue to grift
their way around Washington's as-yet-undrained swamp. And now we have this umbrella. A
useful tool in the moment as Trump holds it over his head to shield himself from the rain. Then,
once he gets to the moment of boarding Air Force One, he drops the umbrella without any care
or thought. It's just an umbrella, his defenders will no doubt scream. And they're right, it is. But
the lack of regard shown in this one instance says so much about the man who was carrying
that umbrella. Sometimes things go viral because they're cute, or horrifying, or incredible, or in
some other way highly noteworthy. And sometimes they just resonate with the moment. On a
day when the nation and the world were focused on the horrors unfolding in Pittsburgh,
Trump's stupid umbrella moment resonated. Taiwan chipmakers are buying water by the
truckload for some of their foundries as the island widens restrictions on water supply amid a
drought that could exacerbate a chip supply crunch for the global auto industry. Some auto
makers have already been forced to trim production, and Taiwan had received requests for help
to bridge the shortage of auto chips from countries including the United States and Germany.
Taiwan, a key hub in the global technology supply chain for giants such as Apple Inc, will begin
on Thursday to further reduce water supply for factories in central and southern cities where
major science parks are located. Indonesia has taken the lead in efforts steer a path out of the
crisis with the help of fellow ASEAN members but its plans appeared to falter earlier on
Wednesday with the scrapping of a proposed trip to Myanmar by its foreign minister. The White
House said this weekend that despite the drop in cases this month, life won't return to normal
for quite some time. Latest virus updates. On Tuesday, the senator said he and his family faced
heavy criticism after they decided to take a warm vacation while Texas residents suffered frigid
temperatures and power outages, per People. There were only about 2, fans in Madison Square
Garden, far fewer than would normally pack the place when Stephen Curry and the Warriors
come to town. Curry scored 37 points to lead the Golden State Warriors to a victory over the
New York Knicks on Tuesday night in the first game this season with fans at the arena. Capitol,
the people tasked with protecting the building on Jan. But nearly every answer they gave about
what happened that day just raised more questions. Over the course of four hours, the former
chief of the U. Capitol Police, and the former security heads of the House and Senate, largely
pointed the finger at each otherâ€”or blamed others not present at the hearingâ€”and, above all,
minimized their own failures. Senators, meanwhile, struggled to make use of a golden
opportunity for fact-finding, arriving at key questions late and leaving others untouched, while
severalâ€”including those who amplified the election fraud claims that brought rioters to the
Capitol to begin withâ€”partook in the time-honored tradition of committee-room
grandstanding. One, Sen. Some genuinely new information did surface: For example, Steven
Sund, the former Capitol Police chief, said he had just learned that on Jan. If nothing else, the
first marquee hearing probing the Capitol attack made clear that obtaining the full picture of
how and why Jan. As the mob began breaching the Capitol perimeter, Sund said that he called
Paul Irving, then the House sergeant-at-arms, at p. Irving countered by saying he had no
recollection of Sund calling him at that time, saying he was on the House floor overseeing the

Electoral College certification process. Under oath, both men stuck to their stories. Rob
Portman R-OH then asked that they both turn over their call records for investigation. The
back-and-forth between Sund and Irving revealed, at the very least, the complicated process in
place for requesting military assistance at the Capitol. No one person is responsible for security
at the complex; instead, a secretive four-person board is, and its very existence slowed down
the response on Jan. The agencies blamed by the witnesses will get a chance to offer their
version of events next week, when the FBI and the Departments of Defense and Homeland
Security have been invited to testify in front of the same joint panel of the Senate Rules and
Homeland Security Committees. But on Tuesday, senators largely shied from questions that the
then-chiefs of the Capitol Police and D. Police would have been well-positioned to answer. Only
Sen. Alex Padilla D-CA noted, late in the proceeding, that only 52 rioters were immediately
arrested out of the hundreds who breached the Capitol, attacked police officers and media, and
vandalized the complex. He drew a comparison to the militarized posture of the complex during
the Black Lives Matter protests in June A USCP spokesperson said last week that six officers
on the force have been suspended with pay due to their actions on Jan. Lawmakers, such as
Rep. Tim Ryan D-OH , have said they witnessed police officers taking selfies with rioters and
giving them directions. That effort might also be best-suited to ultimately confirm the disputed
timeline of Jan. For the time being, however, the three Capitol Hill authoritiesâ€”all of whom
resigned after Jan. Under questioning from Sen. Klobuchar noted that the authorities had
enough intelligence to know they had to make additional preparations for Jan. Get our top
stories in your inbox every day. Sign up now! Daily Beast Membership: Beast Inside goes
deeper on the stories that matter to you. Learn more. The actions were announced at a meeting
marked by warnings from two top leaders that the SBC, the largest Protestant denomination in
the United States, was damaging itself with divisions over several critical issues including race.
Greear, in his opening speech. Now they're fighting back with a lawsuit. Process servers were
reportedly met with locked doors and cars zooming away from them. Charles Brown said this
month. Golf legend Tiger Woods was hospitalized on Tuesday after being involved in a
single-vehicle accident in Los Angeles, according to police. The vehicle sustained major
damage and Woods was removed from the wreck with the "jaws of life" by firefighters and
paramedics. He was then transported to a local hospital by ambulance. The Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department responded to a roll-over traffic collision at approximately a. The year-old
hosted the annual Genesis Invitational at the Riviera Country Club over the weekend but did not
compete due to ongoing issues with his surgically-repaired back. Britain must show it is fully
using the avenues available under the Brexit divorce deal to minimise trade disruption in
Northern Ireland before seeking concessions, a senior EU official said on Tuesday. Britain's exit
from the EU's trading orbit in January has created trade barriers between Northern Ireland which remains in the EU's single market for goods - and the rest of the United Kingdom. Maros
Sefcovic, a vice president of the European Commission, said he hoped to learn of British efforts
during an online meeting on Wednesday. Coronel "worked closely with the command and
control structure of the Mexican drug trafficking organization known as the Sinaloa cartel - most
notably with her husband, Joaquin 'El Chapo' Guzman, the leader of the cartel," prosecutor
Anthony Nardozzi said at a federal court hearing. Close this content. Read full article. More
content below. Adam Rosenberg October 28, , PM. Story continues. Recommended Stories.
Associated Press. The Independent. The Daily Beast. Fort Worth Star-Telegram. Business
Insider. Reuters Videos. Personal umbrella liability insurance is an extra layer of coverage to
protect your hard-earned dreams â€” now and in the future. Consider all the things you work so
hard for â€” your home, car, financial stability for your family. Because if the resulting expenses
go above your primary policy limits, you may have to sell your assets or give up future earnings
in order to pay the remaining cost. Take a look at how Personal Umbrella Liability Insurance
with American Family Insurance can help protect you financially and keep your dreams moving
forward. Think of umbrella insurance as an additional financial safety net. You hope to never
need it but it provides significant protection of your assets and future, as well as peace of mind.
It adds an extra layer of liability coverage over and above many types of policies:. Umbrella
liability insurance even provides coverage that may not be covered by your other policies â€”
such as libel, slander and false arrest. Also, if you travel, personal umbrella insurance provides
worldwide coverage where your other policies may not. Sometimes the limits on your other
policies home, auto, boat, etc. In addition, the umbrella policy covers some claims that your
other policies may not. For example: If during that serious car accident you cause damage to
multiple vehicles, and the resulting damage goes above your auto policy limit, your umbrella
insurance will pick up the difference up to your umbrella policy limit. For example: If you post
false information about someone online, they could sue you for defamation of character. The
attorney costs the umbrella insurance pays will not reduce the limit available on your policy

either! Imagine if someone got hurt and it was your fault. Even if it was an accident, you could
be held responsible and face a lawsuit. Though you do what you can to stay protected from the
unexpected, the possibility of being held liable for a large settlement or judgment is very real,
simply because accidents happen. The good news is you can be prepared by taking the right
steps to financially protect yourself. Think about the following:. Want to learn more about how
umbrella insurance benefits you and your loved ones? Get a quote for personal umbrella
insurance Zip code is required. Invalid zip code. ZIP Code. More Topics. Personal Umbrella
Insurance Personal umbrella liability insurance is an extra layer of coverage to protect your
hard-earned dreams â€” now and in the future. What Is an Umbrella Insurance Policy? Landlord
liability Bodily injury to or property damage of a tenant who resides in your rental property.
Consider a personal liability umbrella policy if you: Drive a car or participate in carpools Have
dogs Travel Own or use a boat, ATV, snowmobile, etc. Think about the following: While driving,
you accidentally hit and injure a bicyclist. Your dog bites someone and you are sued for
damages. You accidentally crash your ATV and injure an unrelated passenger. A guest at your
dinner party gets injured on your property. You post a negative online review that results in an
alleged defamation lawsuit. If anyone enters an inappropriate or suggestive phrase, no results
will be returned that could be considered unsafe or problematic. In the past, enforcing
SafeSearch for internet search engines required that traffic to those domains be proxied, and
URL parameters sent to them would then be modified to enforce the filtering level. Verification
for the SafeSearch feature works slightly differently than other category blocks. The simplest
and most reliable way to ensure it is working is to either visit the site that SafeSearch is
enforced for and checking the SafeSearch settings are enabled. Alternatively, you can run a
lookup from the command line to see if the redirection is working. Both tests must be done on a
computer whose policy has SafeSearch enabled. The two methods are outlined below. Google
After searching in Google, you should see this in the top right corner. Clicking SafeSearch takes
you to page describing SafeSearch, but the page will not give you an option to disable it. Note:
The last alias for The important part is that it says "strict" in the domain. Instead, requests are
effectively redirected to domains which will restrict the results returned by the search engine.
Only admins can see this Enable it for everyone. Text nslookup Updated 2 months ago. Get a
quote in. Protect yourself from a scenario where your "regular insurance" isn't enough. A
personal umbrella policy is called an "umbrella" policy because it provides liability coverage
over and above your standard auto insurance or homeowners insurance. It offers protection for
you and your family against large and potentially devastating liability claims or judgments. In
short, a personal umbrella policy kicks in right where your other liability underlying limits have
been reached. Personal umbrella policies are optional, but they do provide extra protection.
Here's an example of why you might want one: You're at fault for an accident that injures
another driver. But the other driver has a high-paying job, and she can't work for six months
because of her injuries. Your personal umbrella policy can cover the difference up to your
policy limits. Allstate personal umbrella policies can also include coverage for the following
situations: If you're sued over an incident covered by your PUP, Allstate may retain and pay for
your attorney. You're protected no matter where you areâ€”even when you're out of the country.
You could be covered for any wages lost due to a court appearance, up to the limits specified in
your PUP policy. An agent can give you more information about PUP insurance so you can
make an educated decision about the coverage levels you want. Find an agent to get a
personalized insurance proposal and then take a look at Allstate agents in action. Retrieve a
saved quote. Skip Navigation Explore Allstate. Popular Searches. Allstate We help customers
realize their hopes and dreams by providing the best products and services to protect them
from life's uncertainties and prepare them for the future. Toggle navigation Log in. Edit location.
Select a product to get a quote. Register new account Pay Your Bill. Get Your ID Cards.
Personal Umbrella Policy. Insurance, coverage and discounts are subject to terms and
conditions, which may vary by state. Discount amounts and total savings will vary. Other terms,
conditions and exclusions may apply. Connect With Us. Update Below. ZIP Code. City, State Set
Your Location. You have entered an invalid ZIP. Please try again. Location data not available.
Please enter zip code. Please Wait Updating Location It's taking a bit longer than expected. Your
update should be done soon. This feature is not currently available. Please try again later. All
products featured on GQ are independently selected by our editors. However, when you buy
something through our retail links, we may earn an affiliate commission. What if we told you
that there was an umbrella out thereâ€” the best umbrella â€”that could change your life? But
that thing is a piece of shit. It will invert and crumple if you forcefully whisper into it. Those
umbrellas are big enough to cover you and your backpack , as well as prevent you from having
to alter your routine whenever the rain starts to pour. Destiny favors the bold and dry. You've
got to let the right umbrella choose you. Dammit, Alexa. Below you'll find the best umbrellas we

found to keep you dry. Most people prefer a collapsible umbrella, and this is our favorite. These
umbrellas from Blunt have a unique lookâ€”thanks to the blunt, rounded constructionâ€”that
apparently confer some strength benefits. This umbrella weighs less than a pound, packs up to
the size of basically every other standard compact umbrella, and your friends will nod
approvingly if you get one in a fun color. Solidly built, not insanely expensive, and they look
about as cool as an umbrella can look without being a full-on you'd-weep-if-you-lost-it fashion
umbrella. The Davek Mini solves the actual biggest problem with umbrellas: that you either need
to have a backpack or large coat pocket to keep one with you. That it still holds sturdy is
extremely impressive: it covers the same square footage as most fold-up umbrellas, but it packs
up to half the size. Especially since the Mini is backed by an unconditional lifetime guarantee. If
you want an umbrella you can just toss into your backpack and forget about until you get
caught under a February cocktail of rain, hail, and slush, you should get this umbrella from
Lewis N. And though it collapses to a slightly longer size as the Davek, it weighs a little bit less.
It also offers a great opportunity to get your neon on, with a few more flashy colors. We lauded
the Blunt Metro umbrella above, and this is the non-fold-up version. The design of these
umbrellas incorporates a wind-vent a space between the stacked canopies that allows a gust to
pass through your umbrella instead of getting caught inside of it. It might sound unintuitive, but
this helps make sure the umbrella almost never inverts, preventing you from the awkward
experience for trying to shake your umbrella back to normal. This LifeTek model is well-built
and sturdy. It comes in a few nice muted colors, and has a two year warranty against defects in
materials and workmanship. It holds up well, has a pretty g
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ood surface area, and a wind-vent, which sets it apart from most umbrellas at this price. You
could pretty easily say that of the Certain Standard umbrella. The umbrella also comes in a few
lovely colorways, each of which includes an antique white accent patch. Nothing pairs as well
with a suit as something like this London undercover umbrella, which comes in a wonderful
navy and orange colorway. Bubble umbrellas have a unique shape that allows you to leverage
their clear canopy to see where you're going. Unfortunately that canopy tends to have no
structural integrity and tears the first time you use it. If it had an automatic opening, it might be
one of our top picks. Nothing quite like an iconic pattern to keep you dry. The detailing is a little
more reserved on this umbrella than you might expect from Paul Smith. The only umbrella on
this list fit for Lucius Malfoy. Or, as one GQ staffer put it, an umbrella that makes it abundantly
clear that you are up to no good. Buy Now. Lewis N.

